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Block by block
Dr Stewart Southey and Marc Kitten of Candesic review the latest
applications of blockchain technology to healthcare and life sciences

O

ne can’t help feeling that trust in
business, governments and the media
is in crisis, perpetuated by constant
talk about Trump, fake news, and greedy
bankers. Blockchain technology offers the
promise of restoring trust to myriad industries,
from legal services and real-estate to diamonds
and art, and keeping it safe from government
meddling. According to the World Economic
Forum (2016), $1.4 billion (£1.1 billion) has
been invested globally in blockchain technology
in the last three years, with healthcare and

life-sciences companies planning the most
aggressive deployments in blockchain technology
of any industry.
Investment has been growing rapidly; 25% of
executives of companies generating over $500
million in revenue are expected to invest over
$5 million this year alone. It could not come at a
better time. Sources of waste in US healthcare, for
example, include: $41 billion in security breach
costs, $210 billion in excess administration costs
and $49 billion in fraud according to the US
Department of Health & Services. There are

similarly significant challenges in the UK as well.
This article focuses on three key areas within
healthcare already considering blockchain
adoption: electronic health records (EHR),
pharmaceuticals, and health insurance.
90% of healthcare organisations plan to invest
in these key areas by 2018, according to the IBM
Institute for Business Value Adoption.

Electronic health records (EHR)
A major challenge facing health care systems
throughout the world is how to share medical

FIGURE 1: BLOCKCHAIN MARKET FORECAST
The healthcare segment of blockchain technology has a sizeable portion of the overall market,
and is positioned to grow rapidly at a rate of 47% given future adoption and new technological
developments.
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FIGURE 2: POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS OF BLOCKCHAIN TO IMPROVE US HEALTHCARE
INEFFICIENCIES
Blockchain technology provides an opportunity to improve efficiencies and reduce $300 billion
in excess costs related to health information security breaches, drug counterfeiting and excessive
administration costs.
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The WHO estimates that as much as 10%
of the global pharmaceutical market is
counterfeit, with their production and
trade forming complex supply chains
difficult to accurately track and monitor.
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Security breaches disclosed reveals the
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threat to healthcare data, affecting more
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of $363 per compromised data record.
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IT management and claims handling.
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data without compromising integrity and patient
privacy. Interoperability and varying data
standards are significant challenges that have
vexed stakeholders for many years.
Blockchain has transformative potential in this
arena by providing a standardised transaction
layer on which all organisations and stakeholders
can collaborate. In practice, this means secure,
universally accessible medical data transactions.
‘On chain’ data will typically include
standardised data fields: summary information

of all medical transactions reconciled into a
single truth from all participating databases.
’Off chain’ data will hold the full records, with
links as required.
There are clinical and financial benefits to
patients, clinicians, insurers and researchers.
These include speed of access to records,
avoidance of duplicate tests, unambiguous billing
and full auditability.
Significant players investing their money
include GemHealth (partnered with Philips),

Australian startup Brontech, MedRec (MIT
Media Lab) and PokitDok (backed by Capital
One). HealthCombix and PointNurse also make
the list of start-ups to watch. MIT Media Lab’s
MedRec was one of 15 winners of a blockchain
competition held by the Office of the National
Coordinator for Health Information Technology
(ONC) last year.
NMC Health (UAE’s largest private sector
healthcare provider), has partnered with telecom
service company Du to test Guardtime’s KSI

▶

Understanding the technology
Blockchain technology provides
an immutable, timestamped record
of transactions, verified through
mass consensus by counterparties
who are unrelated. Each data block
is cryptographically linked to a
preceding block. This system enables
a reconciliation of digitally recorded
assets and solves the issues of trust,
transparency, ‘double spending’ and
accountability.
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The intensive resource requirement
of the consensus mechanism, combined
with a reward, helps maintain the
integrity of the network and the data
it encodes.
Additionally, because trust is inherent
in the framework, third parties are no
longer required. This creates a peer-topeer value exchange system in almost
real time. It is virtually incorruptible,
owned by all participants and

distributed to all computers running
the platform. Before any changes can
be made to this distributed ledger
of value, all participants must agree
it. Some blockchain frameworks
can also code for ‘smart contracts’ facilitating, executing, and enforcing
the negotiation or performance of an
agreement. This consequently reduces
fraud loss, transaction costs and the
need for arbitration.
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▶ blockchain technology. Guardtime supplies
blockchain data referencing for the Estonian
government and is accustomed to deploying
technology at scale – already securing over
a million Estonian healthcare records on the
blockchain.
In January 2017, the Food & Drug
Administration announced a research partnership
with IBM Watson to investigate safe data sharing
from EHRs, clinical trials and genetic sequencing
using the blockchain approach.
Proponents are prophesying further financial
gains through big data analytics and cognitive
computing/machine learning applied to
blockchain data sets.
EHR interoperability has become something
of a holy grail. Blockchain may finally be the
technology that delivers – streamlining interphysician communication, reducing medical
record transfer costs and facilitating audit. The
technology could offer benefits and capabilities
that align with the ONC, Personalized Medicine
Initiative (PMI) and Patient Centred Outcomes
Research (PCORI) objectives. In addition, it
potentially improves quality and aids the shift
to value-based, patient-centric care. The security
and privacy of personal health information (PHI)
could improve – and blockchain may even mean
an end to ransomware attacks against hospitals.

Pharma and the blockchain
Drug counterfeiting is a major problem in the
pharmaceutical industry with the counterfeit drug
market valued at up to $200 billion annually.
Blockchain use would make the supply chain
more secure and transparent – helping reduce
costs involved in tracing problem areas.
In 2016, several pharma business initiatives
identified regulatory and compliance issues as the
primary drivers for blockchain solutions. Other
use cases identified potential benefits for biotech
IP management, clinical kit management, patient
enrolment and commercial launches.
Start-ups such as BlockPharma, iSolve,
Blockverify and Chronicled are engaged
in projects related to blockchain and the
pharmaceutical supply chain. Deloitte’s Rubix
and The Hyperledger Project are others who are
invested in this space.
The San Francisco based Blockchain Health
Co.’s aim is to revolutionize the relationship
between medical researchers and users. Their
goal is for every identity, consent and custody
transaction to be anchored in the blockchain –
assuring sensitive health data is easily auditable.

Health Insurance
A 2016 report by Tieron claims blockchain can
improve integrity and security by providing
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better management of patient data. Clinical trial
records quality would be enhanced. Regulatory
and compliance costs may reduce. New standards
and practices may possibly facilitate optimised
interactions between healthcare professionals,
insurance companies, and policyholders.
The technology has the power to simplify the
claims process through automated underwriting
procedures. Capital One plans to test out
blockchain for claims and analytics – teaming
up with a mix of partners including GemHealth
and the health care API platform firm PokitDok.
The fast growth of Internet of Things based
technologies has given rise to a multitude
of start-ups – with this particular healthcare
market predicted to be worth UD$163.2 billion
by 2020. Access to real-time data may provide
new methods of settling insurance disputes.
Aside from claims, insurance administration
costs account for a significant percentage of
GDP (1.4% in the USA in 2011) – suggesting
that new processes and payer models can make
an enormous financial difference.
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FIGURE 3: SELECTED HEALTHCARE BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY PLAYERS
The level of integration between clinical stakeholders and blockchain technology varies across the
market, with insurance blockchain players facing a large market opportunity with a high degree of
medical coordination.
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So what are the cons?
• As with all nascent technologies, blockchain’s
widespread application first needs testing.
Investment is rapidly on the rise, many use
cases are currently under investigation and
not all can succeed
• Like many other technological advances
(such as cognitive expert advisors,
autonomous vehicles and virtual reality)
we should expect a period of disillusionment
in the five to 10 years it may take to reach
widespread adoption
• In addition, the computing resources (and
the associated energy) required to validate
transactions is substantial. At first glance
this may seem prohibitive, but it is worth
bearing in mind that the energy costs of
having a central authority are potentially
equally high. Both consume power to

provide the services of trust, transparency
and accountability
• Making significant changes to or indeed
replacing legacy systems may also present
a challenge
• Trust in the blockchain, ironically, will
also need to be established to allay control,
security and privacy fears; the cultural shift
from centralised to distributed networks is
a big leap for many.
Having established the caveats, the global
blockchain technology market size is projected
to grow at a CAGR ranging from 35% to 62%
in different reports, with the healthcare sector
CAGR estimated to be 46.9%.
The implications are twofold: There may be
some attractive returns in supporting blockchain
start-ups; but there is also the risk that what
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they will replace or transform may become a
bad investment. Incumbents may be forced to
partner with new blockchain players or even
risk being superseded.
Owners and managers of healthcare
companies should proactively think how
blockchain technology can and might impact
their business and stay ahead of the curve
to be innovators and leaders in their field.
Investors should consider funding promising
start-ups, particularly those who are vertically
focused and developing specific blockchain
solutions to healthcare problems. It may
indeed all be hype. It’s just worth considering,
however, that an article written in 1995 in
Newsweek entitled ‘Why the internet will
fail’ no longer has relevance. We believe that
blockchain is here to stay, and the investment
potential is enormous. n
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